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 Binary Segmentation of an image played an important role in many image 
processing application. An image that was having no bimodal (or nearly) 
histogram accompanied by low-contrast was still a challenging segmentation 
problem to address. In this paper, we proposed a new segmentation strategy 
to images with very irregular histogram and had not significant contrast using 
index of fuzziness and adaptive thresholding. Index of fuzziness was used to 
determine the initial threshold, while adaptive thresholding was used to 
refine the coarse segmentation results. The used data were grayscale images 
from related papers previously. Moreover, the proposed method would be 
tested on the grayscale images of malaria parasite candidates from thickblood 
smear that had the same problem with this research. The experimental results 
showed that the proposed method achieved higher segmentation accuracy 
and lower estimation error than other methods. The method also effective 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Image segmentation is a critical process in many image processing applications such as object 
detection, shape recognition, and optical character recognition [1]. Segmentation accuracy determines the 
success or failure of computerized analysis procedures [2]. Global Thresholding is a popular tool used in 
image segmentation [3], because it easy implemented. Optimal condition of image segmentation is obtained 
if there is a significant contrast between the object and the background. The condition is characterized by 
bimodal formation with a deep valley in image histogram. The valley that separates the two modalities is the 
right location of the threshold [2].  
The absence of an obvious splitting valley is due to noise and poor illumination, so the segmentation 
process becomes not optimal. Some studies based on statistical properties of the image histogram are 
addressed to solve the problem. Between-class variance is suggested by Otsu [4] to segment optimally the 
object of the image. Inter-class variance and intra-class variance are utilized by Arifin and Asano [5] to 
threshold the image by performing hierarchal clustering analysis. However, these methods do not constantly 
function well on ill-defined images that are impaired by noise and irregularly illuminated. A Measure of 
fuzziness is offered some studies to overcome the problem. Huang and Wang [6] minimize the measure of 
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fuzziness to threshold the image. Tizhoosh [7] propose ultra fuzziness which is a new fuzzy measure based 
on the fuzzy set type II. However, the technique does not constantly function for images with a very irregular 
histogram. 
This problem get over by Tobias and Seara [8], Lopes et al [2], and Pratamasunu [9] use fuzzy 
similarity measure between graylevel that is more compatible with object edges and ambiguity, and it can 
prevent in minimum finding problems. The similarity calculation process involves one of the fuzzy measures, 
i.e. index of fuzziness (IoF) to determine the appropriate fuzzy region. The result is very satisfying. 
However, it does not always work on very irregular histogram images and has not significant contrast. The 
segmentation accuracy decrease compared segmented result using the only IoF. This result happens because 
sometimes finding the minimum of a function is trapped on local optimal. Therefore, a segmentation strategy 
that can handle images that have very irregular histograms and low-contrast is needed. In this paper, we 
propose a new segmentation strategy to images with very irregular histogram and have not significant 
contrast using IoF and adaptive thresholding. The result will be implemented on candidate parasite 
segmentation that most of the images have the same problem with this study.  
 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
2.1.  Index of Fuzziness 
Index of fuzziness is one type of fuzzy measure. These terms describe the measures of the proximity 
of a grey tone image to its two-tone version and also ambiguity in a fuzzy set. The low value indicates the 
low ambiguity among the elements. Crossover point modification of will yield in a diversity of these 
parameters and so a set of minima is acquired appropriate to the optimum threshold levels [10]. The IoF is 
defined [11]  as 
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where  AAd ~,  denotes the distance between set A and its nearest ordinary set A~  and n is the number of 
elements in A. An ordinary set A
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Based on the value of k, there are two types of index, i.e. linear and quadratic. Linear IoF may be written as 
Equation (6).  
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Meanwhile, Tizhoosh [7] defines a linear IoF,  gX  for a M×N image subset A ⊆ X with L graylevel g ∈ 
[0, L−1], the histogram h(g), and the membership function  gX  as follows. 
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2.2. Thresholding Algorithm using Fuzzy Similarity Measure 
Lopes et al [2] and Pratamasunu etal. [9] using fuzzy similarity measure to image segmentation. To 
calculate it at each histogram level, it is necessary to specify the fuzzy region first. At Lopes et al [2], fuzzy 
region boundary search using statistical parameters, P1 and P2. If Bseed is the initial region of black/dark 
pixels, Wseed is the initial region of white/bright pixels, and h(xi) shows the number of occurrences at 
graylevel, then P1 has gotten from minimal search a function of the number of pixels in the graylevel 
intervals [0, 127] dan [128, 255] with Equation (5).  
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The value of P1  [0, 1]. Meanwhile, P2 is obtained from Equation (6). 
 
PMIN = P2MN (6) 
 
If the number of pixels including to the graylevel intervals [0,127] or [128, 255] is smaller than a value PMIN, 
so the image histogram must be equalized. Based on an experiment using 30 images obtained the value of P1 
and P2 is 39,64% and 20%, respectively. At Pratamasunu et al [9], fuzzy region boundary is defined based on 
the fuzzy region centre. For the fuzzy region centre VC and number of pixels on graylevel g, h(g), boundaries 













































The fuzzy region boundary search process is done along graylevels. The fuzzy regions selected are a region 
with the highest IoF. The general algorithm of Pratamasunu etal. [9] proposed method as follows:  
Step 1. Compute the image histogram 
Step 2. Move 
B and W  throughout graylevels  
Step 3. Compute IoF, γ, in each graylevel  
Step 4. Determine the centre of fuzzy region, VC = arg max(γ)  
Step 5. Compute the boundaries of seed subsets,  
BV  and WV  
Step 6. For all graylevels 
if  in fuzzy region calculate   ifB  and   ifW   
Step 7. Threshold the image with T = arg max (   ifB ,   ifW  ) 
 
where    
   
 

























*and    
 
2.3.  Adaptive thresholding by Anitha et al. 
Anitha et al [12] performed a refinement segmentation in mass detection in mammograms based on 
Histogram Peak Analysis (HPA) using adaptive window based thresholding approach. The threshold is 
computed for each pixel in the region of interest, to recognize if the pixel is suspicious (1) or normal (0) by 
setting a small window, W, sized 15×15. This window-based adaptive thresholding is based on the intensity 
contrast that marks the intensity divergence between mass and background. To increase the selection of 
thresholds for each pixel, I(x, y), the algorithm to refine the result segmentation of a pixel, Bfine(x, y), is 







































where      yxWyxWyxWdiff ,,, minmax   and TC = (Imax + mean of all pixel greater than Imax)/2. δ is a bias 
threshold coefficient. It takes values in the range of 0 to 1. The value is set empirically as δ=0.5. Imean and Imax 
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are the mean and maximum intensity of the image. Wmax(.), Wmin(.), and Wmean(.) are the maximum, 
minimum, and mean intensity values in the small window, respectively. The computed threshold for each 
pixel makes a refinement segmentation that gives an exact segmentation of the suspicious lesion. 
 
 
3. RESEARCH METHOD 
3.1.  Material 
Data for this research (original image and ground truth) are provided from grayscale images from 
Lopes et al [2], and Pratamasunu et al [9]. Moreover, experiment data are images of malaria parasite 
candidate with grayscale JPG format. The data are obtained from Malaria slide of Eijkman Institute for 
Molecular Biology. The extraction of the thickblood smear is based on hierarchical classification based on 
the morphological characteristics of connected components. The ground truths were built based on Malaria 
Diagnosis Guideline by expert instruction. 
 
3.2.  Proposed Method 
The purpose of this paper is to perform binary segmentation on an image that divides the image into 
foreground and background areas. This type segmentation needs well-defined image, i.e. having bimodal (or 
nearly) histograms. Very irregular histogram is defined by Tobias and Siera [8] as the cases where the image 
histogram may only have local minimum, or even not have any minimum at all. Example of very irregular 
histogram is shown as Figure 1c and 1d. The proposed method consists of two main parts, i.e. perform the 
initial thresholding on the image using IoF and refinement pixels using Adaptive thresholding. 
 
 
           
                               a                                                      b                                                    c           
 
 
                         d 
 
Figure 1. Modal of histogram image: a. bimodal, b. nearly bimodal, c. unimodal, d. Multimodal 
 
 
3.2.1 Measurement of Index of Fuzziness 
Two memberships are built to calculate the IoF, i.e. dark region (B) and bright region (W) as shown 
in Figure 2a. The S and Z functions are used to model dark and bright region, respectively [11]. Formulation 
of both functions in (9) and (10).  
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       (9) 
 
with initial parameters a and c are taken from the lowest and highest level of the image histogram, while b is 
defined as b=(a+c)/2.       
 
     cbaxScbaxZxAZ ,,;1,,;    (10) 
 
In this work, IoF is calculated using Equation (4) for each fuzzy subset region by utilizing the appropriate 
fuzzy membership. The formulation of the IoF for each graylevel of dark and light areas respectively such as 
Equations (11) and (12). 
 















a.   b. c. 
 
Figure 2. Threshold determination process: a. Membership function of dark and bright areas,   
b. Calculation process of Index of Fuzziness each graylevel, c. Finding the maximum Index of Fuzziness 
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The process of calculating IoF from each graylevel position is performed by moving membership functions 
(μB and μW) throughout graylevels that are restrained by a point T as shown in Figure 2b. The threshold can 
be determined by graylevel with the maximum IoF as shown in Figure 2c. Coarse segmented image, B, 
obtained by performing this threshold on the image. Figure 3 is an example of image segmentation result 
using IoF based threshold.  
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Figure 3. Example of result segmentation 
 
 
3.2.2 Refinement Pixel 
Coarse segmentation result from the previous process is compared with ground truth. There are two 
types of misclassification, i.e. the background is predicted as the object called false positive (FP) and the 
object is predicted as background called false negative (FN). From the data in Figure 4, the threshold 
obtained using IoF is 109. The number of FP and FN are 93 and 185, respectively. The distribution of 
number of misclassification pixel and the corresponding number of true classified pixel is presented in  





Figure 4. Distribution of number of misclassification pixel 
 
 
Misclassification occurs in pixels with intensities around the threshold [13]. It happens because 
pixels at the same intensity can belong to foreground or background depending on the relation of a pixel to 
the surrounding pixels. Such cases often occur in images that have different illumination, noise, or the 
condition of some objects have an intensity similar to the background. Therefore, a refinement on these 
pixels is needed. The fixed threshold is rather unlikely in this situation, a local threshold is more 
appropriately used to suit the varying lighting conditions and changing background [14]-[18]. 
Refinement of the segmentation results for each pixel, Bfine(x, y), with the intensity around the 
threshold is based on local contrast methods that utilize the statistical properties of previous segmentation 
results. The refinement operation is performed on some neighbourhood (w×w window). The comparison is 
made between the average pixel intensity in the window of an original image (Wmean) and the average pixel 
intensity in the foreground region of the initial segmentation results (ROImean) as in Figure 5. The refinement 















,  (16) 
 
Moreover, the refinement algorithm may also use adaptive thresholding (8) proposed by Anitha et al [13] 
based on h(T). 
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Figure 5. ROI and the histogram 
 
 
3.2.3 Proposed Thresholding Algorithm 
The general algorithm of the proposed method describes as follows. 
Step 1.  Compute the image histogram  
Step 2.  Move 
B and W  throughout graylevels 
Step 3.  Compute IoF, γ, in each graylevel  
Step 4.  Find T = arg max(γ) 
Step 5.  Threshold the image with T 
Step 6.  Find number of pixel at T, h(T) 
Step 7.  For all pixels that have intensities on interval VC do refinement to the segmentation result in 
Step 5. If h(T)  is low, then use Equation (8), else use Equation (16). 
 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
To illustrate the performance, used experiment data are from related research papers, i.e. six images 
from Lopez et al [2] and Pratamasunu et al [9] and five noisy images from Pratamasunu et al [9]. Moreover, 
the experiment also uses ten parasite candidate images that have been extracted from malaria slide of some 
thickblood smear. Comparison method uses Otsu and thresholding method based fuzzy similarity measure. 
Some given parameters are as follows. The size of window is 3×3, α=4, and the low limit h(t) is 100.  
The performance measure of segmentation uses Accuracy Segmentation (Acc) that measure the ratio of pixels 












Acc  (17) 
 
where   ,   ,    and     are the foreground and background pixels in the ground truth image and the 
segmentation result, respectively. The range of Acc value is [0, 100]. If the Acc value is 100 then the 
segmentation result is same with the ground truth image. Six testing images from Lopez et al [2] and 
Pratamasunu et al. [9] are used in the first experiment. Segmentation is performed using segmentation 
method proposed by Pratamasunu etal. (Fuzzy Similarity Measure, FSM), proposed method (Fuzzy Indexes 
and Automatic Thresholding, FIAT), and Otsu Thresholding (Otsu). The result is shown in Figure 6.  
The histogram of an original image is presented as Figure 7. 
Visually, the result of segmentation using FSM method is almost the same as the proposed method. 
Otsu thresholding gets slightly worse results than both. Quantitatively, the segmentation accuracy of such 
methods is presented in Table 1. Segmentation accuracy using IoF (Fuzzy Indexes, FI) and segmentation 
method that proposed by Lopes etal. without and with histogram equalization (EM1 and EM2) is added in 
that table. 
There are several analyzes related to the use of compared segmentation method based on Table 1. 
Firstly, the use of FI can provide satisfactory accuracy results. It proven from greater than 90% accuracy for 
all sample images. Secondly, the use of fuzzy similarity measure-based method, EM2 and FSM, have 
improved accuracy and obtained the highest results on images that they have deep valley histograms and 
clear objects   than the background (Gearwheel, Potatoes, and Stone image). However, the accuracy decrease 
compared to segmentation results by FI method on images that have a very irregular histogram and  
low-contrast. Finaly, the use of the proposed method, FIAT, can improve overall accuracy compared to FI 
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and achieves the highest accuracy on images that have very irregular histogram and low-contrast between 
object and background. 
 
 




Figure 7. Histogram of first group images 
 
 
Second experiment uses synthetic reference image from Pratamasunu et al [10]. Four images else 
are composed with different graylevel intervals from this reference image. These images are obtained by 
adding increasing Gaussian noises as shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that increased noise causes a decrease 
in the steepness of the valley formed on the image histogram. Increasing noise decreases the separation 
between object and background.  
The segmentation performance results of several methods to this data are shown in Table 2. 
Segmentation accuracy with FSM is outstanding when the image histogram has a clear separation between 
objects and backgrounds marked by deep valley on the histogram as shown in Figure 8d and 8e. Meanwhile, 
the proposed method is outstanding in the opposite condition. Based on the average accuracy of the five 
images,the proposed method is outstanding than FSM and Otsu. 
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Figure 8. Synthetic reference image: a. The original image, b. Ground truth, c. Histogram of the original 
image, d–g. Histogram of original image that give Gaussian Distribution noises g(0.01, 0.01), g(0.05, 0.05), 
g(0.10, 0.10), and g(0.15, 0.15), respectively 
 
 
Table 2. Segmentation Accuracy from Second Group Sample 
No Image 
Acc (%) 
FSM FIAT Otsu 
1 Original 100 100 100 
2 Original+ g(0.01, 0.01) 99.99 99.96 99.89 
3 Original+ g(0.05, 0.05) 99.64 99.56 99.04 
4 Original+ g(0.10, 0.10) 88.49 90.25 82.97 
5 Original+ g(0.15, 0.15) 84.91 85.05 76.46 
Average 94.61 94.96 91.67 
 
 
Figure 9 shows graphs of the IoF for each graylevel from the five images in the second experiment.  
It can be seen that the addition of noise to the original image causes the IoF graph change, but the graylevel 
position with maximum value does not have much effect since it does not move much from the position 
without noise. It shows that the use of IoF to determine the threshold is robust to noise. Refinement pixel-
pixel on segmentation results around the threshold of the noisy image to be the right choice to improve the 





Figure 9. Index of Fuzziness Graph from images of the second experiment 
 
 
In the third experiment, we used grayscale images of parasite candidate from thickblood smear as 
shown Figure 10. A malaria parasite is characterized by a nucleus with attached cytoplasm [19]. The 
presence of the cytoplasm is important for distinguishing a parasite's nucleus from an object whose shape and 
size resemble parasite's nucleus [20], [21]. The size of each file is 140×140 pixels that derived from 16 times 
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bicubic magnification from an extraction of malaria parasite candidate 35×35 pixels.  Most of these images 




                                                  a                                                                        b 
 
Figure 10. Malaria parasite candidate: a. RGB images, b. Grayscale image 
 
 
Most of the segmentation results with the FSM method are under segmentation as shown in  
Figure 11d, so the resulting object is smaller than the ground truth. Even some images lose cytoplasm  
(3rd, 6th, and 8th candidate). This condition is opposite with result segmentation using Otsu method that  
over-segmentation as shown in Figure 11f. Results segmentation of the proposed method as shown in  
Figure 11e are more similar to the groundtruth than two other methods for almost any image.  Different 
results are shown on the 5th and 6th candidate images. Both images have a bimodal (or nearly) histogram 
with a deep valley between them. Accuracy segmentation 5th parasite candidate image using FSM method is 
higher than others. It has a clear distinction between objects and background. Meanwhile, in the 6th 
candidate image, the object is clearly visible although the contrast is not too high, the background conditions 





a                   b                  c                  d                  e                 f 
 
Figure 11. Result segmentation of parasite candidate: a. The original image, b. Histogram image, 
c. Groundtruth, d-f. Result segmentation of FSM, proposed method, and Otsu, respectively 
 
 
Beside accuracy segmentation, we define performance that measures the distance between the ideal threshold 
(TIdeal), i.e. the optimal threshold performed manually based on visual inspection and threshold generated by 
the segmentation method (TComp) called Estimation Error (EE). Smaller the value of EE means the better the 
segmentation results. The formulation of EE as defined in Equation (18). 
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Performance of segmentation methods on the parasite candidates quantitatively is shown in Table 3. 
The results show that the proposed method can produce the closest threshold to the ideal threshold. 
Moreover, it has the highest accuracy and lowest estimation errors in most of the images. By results of the 
previous visual analysis, FSM excels quantitatively at the fifth candidate, while Otsu excels at the 6th 
candidate. This result shows that the proposed method is properly implemented in parasite candidate images.  
 
 
Table 3. Performance of segmentation methods from Third Group Sample 
Image 
Threshold   Estimation Error (%)   Acc (%) 
Ideal FSM FIAT Otsu   FSM FIAT Otsu   FSM FIAT Otsu 
Candidate 1 75 47 82 108   10.98 2.75 12.94   95.68 97.92 91.07 
Candidate 2 130 81 124 139   19.22 2.35 3.53   88.66 97.63 97.08 
Candidate 3 80 63 87 112   6.67 2.75 12.55   95.49 98.55 91.75 
Candidate 4 70 108 66 98   14.9 1.57 10.98   84.1 89.73 85.87 
Candidate 5 125 106 171 159   7.45 18.04 13.33   96.87 92.32 94.08 
Candidate 6 120 39 75 122   31.76 17.65 0.78   91.94 94.14 98.05 
Candidate 7 130 171 145 104   16.08 5.88 10.20   91.31 91.33 45.7 
Candidate 8 137 156 141 129   7.45 1.57 3.14   88.73 93.25 89.41 
Candidate 9 117 123 118 104   2.35 0.39 5.10   96.94 98.19 95.63 
Candidate 10 125 147 126 124   8.63 0.39 0.39   92.41 92.52 92.51 
Average 12.55 5.33 7.29   92.21 94.56 88.12 
 
 
Based on the experimental results of the three datasets above, it can be concluded that the proposed method is 
suitable for use on binary segmentation of images that have very irregular histogram and low-contrast.  




A new strategy to overcome segmentation problem on images that have a very irregular histogram 
and not significant contrast is presented in this paper. The strategy is incorporating IoF and adaptive 
thresholding. Initial threshold is obtained by finding graylevel with the maximum IoF. Furthermore, 
segmentation is performed on the image with the initial threshold so that the coarse segmented are obtained. 
Better segmentation results are obtained from implemented local thresholding based on an adaptive window. 
Experimental results show that the proposed segmentation method gives improved accuracy than any other 
methods. Meanwhile, fuzzy similarity measure based segmentation method is more suitable to be used on 
images that have a deep valley on the histogram and significant contrast. In the future, the criterion or size of 
the irregularity of the histogram needs to be mathematically defined so that the exact method can be 
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